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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a modelling approach to support the techno-economic analysis of Li-Ion battery energy storage systems (BESS) for third party organisations considering the purchase or use of BESS but lacking the detailed knowledge of battery operation and degradation. It takes into account the severe data-limitations and provides the best possible approximation for its long-term electrical, thermal and ageing performance. This is achieved by constructing flexible and scalable ageing models from experimental data based on manufacturer’s datasheets, warranties and manuals as key inputs. The precision of the individual models has been determined using experimental data and has been found with <8 % normalised root-mean-square deviation (NRMSE) in all cases to be sufficiently accurate. Through linearization methods, this model is able to compare the long-term performance of BESS and quantify the degradative impact of specific charge/discharge mission profiles, which improves the tangibility of BESS as value generating asset.

Introduction

Battery energy storage systems (BESS) are an essential part of a sustainable energy system, due its capability to defer generation and consumption in time and thus support balancing demand and supply, both locally and on grid-scale. The fast reaction time of BESS is especially useful to counter the volatility of solar and wind power and consumers in general. Currently, the most established and reliable market-available technology for BESS is Lithium-Ion, which provides high efficiency, high energy density and long cycle life [1].

For a widespread deployment of BESS with sustainable energy systems, they must be commercially viable. As assets with high upfront costs, BESS face several challenges considering their viability; they are complex systems with uncertain degradation behaviour due to the manifold mechanisms causing it [2] and limitations of non-destructive diagnostic techniques [3]. A significant challenge for end-users of BESS is the limitation in data provided on the BESS – especially relative to a specific target usage profile. This restricts direct comparison of different BESS from different suppliers. Understanding battery value degradation given its utilisation and how service-life of the BESS can be extended will determine whether investment in a specific BESS provides a justified return.

A common method to support viability is to model BESS. Many authors have developed such models [4–15]. Nevertheless, there are several issues some or all of these models and approaches share:

- Inflexibility: The approach taken is outlined for limited Li-Ion chemistries [5,8–15] or use cases [4,5,7,8,10–12,14,15]. For example, the authors of [10] specifically utilised an ageing model for one type of NMC cell to estimate the feasibility of energy arbitrage in four markets. Likewise the model in [14] optimised the operation of LFP batteries for the provision of frequency response in the UK. Both of these approaches cannot be translated into other use cases or applied for different battery chemistries.
- One-dimensionality: Few models consider a full multi-physics approach. Further they are often based on phenomenological rather than physicochemical behaviour [4,6,8,10,12,14,15]. The model used in [10], for instance, utilises a Joule-based electrical model and a purely empirical ageing model. This approach is a significant simplification that is not robust towards any changes in the BESS or utilisation and does not consider proven degradation impact factors such as the C-Rate and temperature damaging its accuracy.
- Data Availability: Many studies rely on a significant amount of data on the battery and may only work with historical data on the actual battery [5,8,9,13]. For example the model in [8] utilises an ageing model constructed from experimental data on that battery. That data can only be obtained by investing in the battery and testing beforehand.
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While the models developed for a specific chemistry, phenomenological behaviour or with a particular battery specific dataset, can yield in good performance estimation, they are also limited in their capability to estimate the behaviour of a different battery. To do so, often they will require either specific training dataset from the new battery of interest, or values of specific parameters, which can only be achieved through in-situ analysis. This may not be a problem for OEMs and research organisation; however, this is especially of concern to third-party purchasers (not associated or experienced with battery manufacturing, market or modelling) of BESS, such as companies interested in optimisation of their renewable energy plants, provision of flexibility services (e.g. demand side response) or demand peak shaving. These investors need to assess BESS from different manufacturers, often with limited information. The BESS need to be assessed for all the application specific use cases, calculating asset depreciation due to degradation and allowing an informed decision for the overall investment viability.

Currently, in literature, there is limited research reporting generic battery models, which can make a performance and degradation estimation of any available battery with limited information. The likely reason might be that estimation by such model will have higher level of embedded errors compared to battery specific models. This paper describes such a modelling approach, designed to counter these issues, and based on the limited data typically available. The model is constructed from generic chemistry related cell behaviour, experimental data providing battery sensitivity to input parameters and reference data, and the common, commercially available information on the BESS in the shape of datasheets, warranties and manuals. The complete model is designed to be capable of forecasting the BESS’s long-term performance and specifically the expected degradation rate under any given usages condition.

**Model Development**

The modelling approach in this paper is dubbed Data-REstricted Multi-physics Simulation (DREMUS). The constraints on the model are only due to data limitations during application, meaning that the user will not require further information or experimental data. Data generally provided in datasheets and warranties on the BESS and required for the applicability of this model include energy capacity, nominal voltage, efficiency, conditions of the end-of-life and cathode material.

DREMUS has three primary purposes: comparison of long-term BESS performance (including degradation), comparison of service provision impacts and long-term feasibility analysis. To achieve this, the model must provide a way to objectively compare the ageing rate of different BESS and during different operations of said BESS. That ageing rate must be comparable between BESS.

**Model Structure**

For a stationary enclosed storage system, two main factors associated with the proposed application need to be considered: electrical utilisation and environmental temperature. Other factors such as humidity, pressure and possible physical hazards are generally considered constant or negligible. To capture these impacts, an electrical and thermal model are required to evaluate their dynamics. Further, an ageing model needs to capture and update the impact on the BESS. It is important to note that all three models are strongly interdependent and need to be constantly updated.

An overview of the model structure of DREMUS is shown in Figure 1. The core model is based on three interconnected sub-models (electrical, thermal and ageing), which run in parallel. The electrical model provides heating data to the thermal model and receives the cell temperature to adjust the electrical behaviour. Thermal and electrical data influence the cell ageing, which consequently affects the electrical behaviour as well.

In the first step, the battery documentation is used to scale the electrical and thermal models to the given BESS. Using a given datapoint for degradation (cycling/environmental conditions under which terminal end-of-life capacity is reached), the ageing model is then scaled as well by determining the battery specific ageing rate. The input for the completed model is the charge/discharge mission profile of the use case, describing the power demand of the BESS for a pre-determined method of value generation (e.g. frequency response, STOR...). If known, changes in environmental temperature can be included as well. The output is the expected degradation of the BESS as a function of time/usages. A visual representation of the application of DREMUS to evaluate expected ageing rate under proposed use cases is given in Figure 2, with the state of health (SoH) as a measure of relative remaining capacity.

**Resources**

The pre-requisite of this model is the standard information given before acquisition on the BESS. This information is commonly provided in datasheets, manuals and warranty conditions for both battery and
converter. This information allows to scale the model for electrical and ageing behaviour, but does not provide sufficient details for the entirety of the required model. The remainder of the model must therefore be pre-determined using other information sources, such as literature and experimental data.

Literature provides general references to specific chemistries and the behaviour of Li-Ion batteries, such as curves for open-circuit-voltage, entropy and equivalent circuit models. Although these values and models vary between manufacturers and individual cells, the general behaviour and limits are dominated by their chemistry [16,17].

Experimental data allows for quantification of sensitivities towards impacting factors on the ageing behaviour, as well as numerical references for typical electrical and thermal behaviour. If possible, those references should be scaled to available data on the given BESS. An overview on the input parameters and curves is given in Table 1. The three core models of DREMUS for BESS are created using this method, prioritising available data on the BESS and supplementing it with information gathered from literature and experimental data.

**Experimental Data**

Experimental data is necessary for the electrical, thermal and ageing model, to provide scalable behaviour and an architectural reference. Two different cell types are referenced, the data of which are outlined in Table 2.

The first dataset contains pre-collected calendric and cyclic ageing data on 18650 cells of Type A. The calendric tests were performed at environmental temperatures between 10 and 60°C. The cyclic tests were performed at room temperature with 0.3 C charge and between 0.4 and 1.2 C discharge.

The tests of type B were performed by the author under accelerated conditions (50°C environmental temperature in a Vötsch VC3 4060 climatic test chamber) and under various mission profiles, namely provision of arbitrage trading and Enhanced Frequency Response, daily full cycling and micro-cycling. The use of 50°C was chosen with the intent to provide acceleration of ageing mechanisms without triggering additional mechanisms which will not be present at room temperature [18]. The cycling was performed with a Digatron BTS-600 battery cycler. Temperature data has been collected through the cycler thermocouple itself on the module surface and through Picolog 1216-coupled thermistors inside the module.

**Electrical Model**

To emulate the electrical behaviour of a BESS, three main subsystems must be considered: converter, battery and cell. The incoming signal of charge and discharge power must be translated into cell current. A charge (of the battery) will be denoted as positive and a discharge as negative power/current.

**Converter**

The converter, interfacing the batteries with the AC (or in some cases DC) grid can be considered the main control unit of the BESS. A significant amount of data on converters can be drawn from datasheets and manuals, including voltage ratings, power limitations and efficiency.

The power drawn from the battery depends mainly upon the efficiency of the converter. For roundtrip efficiencies, the unidirectional efficiency can be calculated as its square-root:

\[
\eta_{\text{con},\%} = \sqrt{\eta_{\text{con},\%}^2}
\]

(1)

\[
P_{\text{con}}(\eta_{\text{con},\%}) = \{ P_{\text{con}} \times \eta_{\text{con},\%} \text{ for } P_{\text{con}} > 0 \\
P_{\text{con}} \text{ for } P_{\text{con}} < 0
\]

(2)

An important factor for this efficiency is its dependency upon the power drawn (as percentage of its nominal power). The authors of [19] have shown the general efficiency behaviour of transformer based and DC-DC based converters. They show that especially low power utilisation (< 20% transformer, <5 % DC-DC) can significantly reduce efficiency.

The provided efficiency-power curves can be scaled using the efficiency in the datasheet, specifically by using the maximum efficiency as follows:

\[
P_{\text{con},\%} = \frac{P_{\text{con}}}{P_{\text{con},\%}}
\]

(3)

\[
\eta_{\text{con},\%}(P_{\text{con}}) = \eta_{\text{con},\%}^\text{max} \left( \frac{16.470}{P_{\text{con},\%} + 16.162} - \frac{2.657 \times 10^{-4}}{P_{\text{con},\%}} \right)
\]

(4)

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input parameters and curves sorted by sources.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Datasheet Inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{\text{oc}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell data.</th>
<th>TYPE A</th>
<th>TYPE B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CELL CAPACITY</td>
<td>3 Ah</td>
<td>33 Ah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC RESISTANCE</td>
<td>0.0413</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMISTRY</td>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>NMC-LMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHITECTURE</td>
<td>Cylindrical</td>
<td>Pouch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFIGURATION</td>
<td>1s1p</td>
<td>3p2s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRACING</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELL COUNT</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALENDRIC TEST</td>
<td>10-60°C</td>
<td>50°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELL COUNT</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRCULAR TEST</td>
<td>0.3/0.4 C – 0.3/1.2 C</td>
<td>30-80 % DoD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Battery

In the next step the parameters of the battery must be determined. Initially it is modelled as a single element. Capacity and voltage are commonly given, the resistance, however, is only given as a value of efficiency. An estimate for DC resistance can be determined from the roundtrip efficiency \( \eta_{\text{bat}} \), nominal current \( I_n \) and nominal voltage \( U_{\text{nom}} \). This is achieved by comparing the input and output energy of a single-resistance model:

\[
\eta_{\text{bat}} = \frac{E_{\text{out}}}{E_{\text{in}}} = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{\eta_{\text{bat}}}} = 1 - \frac{2|I_n| R_{\text{bat}}}{|U_{\text{nom}}| + |I_n| R_{\text{bat}}} \tag{10}
\]

This approach assumes symmetrical resistance. It is also based on the nominal/averaged conditions of the battery and does not account for potential coulombic or cable losses. However, without any additional data, this is the closest approximation to the DC resistance available.

The datasheet of the cell type A does not provide an efficiency value, but an indication of the initial DC resistance of 0.0413 Ohms. Using equation (10) for a nominal current of 0.5 C, the approximate efficiency of the cell results in 96.7%, which is typical for a Li-Ion battery efficiency. The efficiency for type B is 97.4%. While an exact value of the cell resistance cannot be determined, the equation will provide a good approximation of the DC resistance, being as accurate as the information given in the datasheet.

Since a battery consists of multiple cells those parameters along with the input power need to be distributed across the individual cells in the battery. For that, the structure of the battery must be known, which commonly follows a combination of serial and parallel connections [20]. For simplicity, a parallel connection of multiple strings can be assumed. This will support the model construction.

The number of strings in parallel \( n \) may be given for the BESS or the number of BESS installed, since the battery voltage must stay constant to be compatible with the inverter. The number of cells in series \( m \) can be determined using the battery nominal voltage and cell chemistry nominal voltage:

\[
m = \frac{U_{\text{nom}}}{U_{\text{cell}}} \tag{12}
\]

For added precision, the module of type B can be chosen as reference, wherein each string consists of 2p2s modules in series. The number of cells and subsequent calculations have to be amended accordingly.

To determine the resistance of individual cells the rules of parallel and series connection can be applied under the assumption that all cells have equal characteristics in their initial state:

\[
P_{\text{in},i} = \frac{1}{R_{\text{bat}} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} R_{\text{cell},i}} \tag{13}
\]

\[
P_{\text{con}} = n R_{\text{bat}} \tag{14}
\]

\[
P_{\text{con}} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} R_{\text{cell},i} \tag{15}
\]

\[
R_{\text{cell}} = \frac{R_{\text{oc}}}{m} \tag{16}
\]

It is recommended to model all cells and their individual behaviour separately and introduce parameter variability where data is available. If that approach is chosen, an appropriate BMS must be simulated as well.

A simpler approach is to focus on a single cell and divide the total power drawn by the total number of cells. The advantage of this approach is the reduction in data requirements and the lower computational requirements. Since data on the variability and BMS is currently not available, the rest of this paper focusses on this latter approach.

Cell

The value for battery resistance is commonly affected by temperature as Arrhenius dependency [21,22]:

\[
R_{\text{DC}} = R_{\text{DC},0} \times e^{-\frac{E_a}{R_{\text{g}}} \left(\frac{1}{T_{\text{cell}}} - \frac{1}{T_{\text{cell}} \text{or} T_{\text{in}}}ight)} \tag{17}
\]

The activation energy \( E_a \) varies in literature between 14 and 29 kJ/mol [21–25] with no apparent connection to chemistry or architecture. Although no data has been provided for cell type A, the data collected on the Type B cells showed values on the lower end of this spectrum and steady decline far below this spectrum over time. Therefore 14 kJ/mol was assumed as average value over time.

The final dependency of the DC resistance is upon the state-of-health (SoH; relative remaining capacity as defined in section 3.4) of the cell. A generally linear dependency upon the 60-80 % SoH (as measure of relative retaining capacity) has been identified in literature [26–28] and has been confirmed through the experimental data obtained from the cells A and B as shown in Figure 3.

It should be noted that the data is subject to scattering, most likely due to inaccuracies, mild cell state differences and changing contact resistances. Overall, the linear dependency best represents the development for both individual cell types.

The increase in resistance is slightly different between the two types. To represent the average resistance increase of both cells, the red line of Figure 3 can be described by the following equation:

Figure 3. DC Resistance in dependency of the SoH.
The thermal model can again be described by an equivalent circuit model. The structure of the BESS is generally unknown, making the construction of a detailed model very difficult. Therefore, the tested cells and modules serve as reference.

The module of the cells of type B provides a reference for thermally constrained, passively cooled cells. Four cells are stacked upon each other in an open aluminium case. Between the case and the cells is a protective polymer, reducing thermal conductivity $k_{mod}$. The temperature was measured on the surface of the module case and in-between the cells. The equivalent circuit for this module is given in Figure 6.

Initial tests have shown that the cell-to-cell thermal resistance is, compared to the module and convection resistance, small enough to be neglected. Therefore, the cells have been combined into one thermal node and $q_{cell}$ represents the combined heat generation of all four cells. The polymer layer is assumed to have a thermal capacitance $C_{pol}$ as well as a thermal resistance.

Using passive cooling measurements of the module, the parameters of this model have been fitted as shown in Table 3. The NRMSD of this model approximating the cooling behaviour is 1.07 %.

Some BESS may provide active cell temperature control, which may reduce ageing processes. In that case, it would be recommended to use a single cell ECM instead as displayed in Figure 7, since this model omits cell to cell interactions. This ECM is in reference to the cylindrical cells of Type A.

$T_{amb}$ can be substituted by the coolant temperature if known. The parameters for this model have been provided as given in Table 4.

The heat generation of Li-Ion cells is primarily bound to Ohmic (caused by electrical resistance, $q_{ohm}$), reactive (caused by electrode overpotential, $q_{reac}$) and entropic (caused by reversible chemical reaction, $q_{ent}$) heat [39, 40]:

$$q_{cell} = q_{ohm} + q_{reac} + q_{ent}$$

The purely Ohmic resistance and the resistance caused by the electrode overpotential are electrically indistinguishable and can therefore both be captured by heat development of the electrical ECM:

$$q_{res} = q_{ohm} + q_{reac} = I_{0}^{2}R_{0} + I_{1}^{2}R_{1}$$

The entropic heat is caused by the chemical reactions within the cell, which depend on the cell chemistry. Lookup tables by the authors of [17, 23, 36–38] provide data for $\frac{d\Delta S}{dT}$ for different SoC. The entropic heat is then calculated as follows:

$$q_{ent} = I \times T \times \frac{\Delta S}{dT} = I \times T \times \frac{dU_{tot}}{dT}$$

It is important to note that in contrast to Ohmic and overpotential heat, the entropic heat is dependent on the direction of the current and can therefore cool the cell as well.

The thermal models above refer to the specific cells of type A and B. Therefore, the heat generation needs to be scaled to the respective cell properties. Since entropic and ohmic heating are dependent upon different factors, they must be scaled differently. Entropic heating is dependent upon the entropy change, which is connected to the SoC and therefore already relative, and the charge current, which can be directly scaled by the cell capacity:

$$q_{ent,ref} = q_{ent} \times \frac{Q_{cell}}{Q_{i}}$$

$Q_{i}$ is the cell capacity of type A or B, $Q_{cell}$ is the nominal cell capacity of the chosen battery, $q_{ent}$ is the entropic heat generated and $q_{ent,ref}$ is the
Ohmic heating is dependent upon the cell resistance and the square current, and should therefore be scaled by the cell resistance and the square of the cell capacity:

$$q_{\text{res}, \text{ref}} = q_{\text{res}} \cdot \frac{R_{\text{ref}}}{R_0} \left( \frac{Q_{\text{ref}}}{Q_0} \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

$R_{\text{ref}}$ is the DC cell resistance of type A or B, $R_0$ is the nominal DC cell resistance of the chosen battery, $q_{\text{res}}$ is the resistive heat generated and $q_{\text{res}, \text{ref}}$ is the equivalent heat generation in the reference cell.

It should be noted, that to apply the module model of type B, the overall heat generation needs to be multiplied by the cell count in the model, which is four.

### Ageing Model

#### Model Development

The absolute degradation of the cell will be quantified by its capacity...
faded as follows:

\[ \text{SoH}_{\text{abs}} = \frac{Q}{Q_0} \]  

(29)

The authors of \( c \) characterise SEI formation as the primary ageing mechanisms for carbon-anode cells. Several authors have created electrochemical ageing models on that premise [41–43], which closely resemble an Arrhenius dependency. The base for this ageing model is the equation for the side reaction current as given in [44]. The parameters of this model are given in Table 5.

\[
\text{Deg}_1 = \int_{t_0}^{t_e} \left( -\frac{\alpha_i F}{RT} \left( U_n - U_{\text{ref},i} - i_i \left( R_{\text{SEI}} - \frac{M_{\text{SEI}}}{\kappa_F \rho \phi \text{Del} \text{SEI}_0} + \text{Del} \text{SEI}_0 \right) \right) \right) \, dt
\]

(30)

There are several issues of practicality and accuracy in this model which need to be modified to be applicable in DREMUS. The first issue is that the time dependency differs from most observations of the capacity loss of Li-Ion cells, which generally resemble a square-root dependency ([26,45–49]) until the EOL capacity is reached. This model indicates a steadily increasing capacity fade.

To adjust for this, it is firstly assumed that the SEI/film resistance is comparatively constant before reaching the EOL. This linearizes the function. Further, this linearized degradation can be translated to absolute degradation using a square-root dependency:

\[
\text{SoH}_{\text{abs,1}} = \text{SoH}_{\text{abs,0}} - \text{Deg}_{\text{abs,1}}
\]

(31)

\[
\text{SoH}_{\text{abs}} = 1 - \left( 1 - \text{SoH}_{\text{abs,0}} \right) \ast \sqrt{1 - \text{SoH}_{\text{abs,0}}} \]

(32)

\( \text{SoH}_{\text{abs}} \) is the linear state-of-health, \( \text{Deg}_{\text{abs,0}} \) is the linear degradation and \( \text{SoH}_{\text{abs,0}} \) is the terminal SoH (denoting the onset of non-linear ageing processes aka knee-point, at which this equation is no longer applicable). To provide a general reference, \( \text{SoH}_{\text{abs,0}} \) has been set to 80 %, since it is generally referred to as the EOL criteria [50].

Further, \( i_i \) is a relative parameter depending upon the active surface area of the cell, which is unknown. Considering that this area is proportional to the cell capacity (for identical electrode thickness), it can be replaced by the C-rate.

\[
c = \frac{I}{Q_n}
\]

(33)

Under these modifications, the dependency upon temperature, anode potential and current is preserved. However, the local constants cannot be applied in their original way and have to be replaced by fitting parameters:

\[
\text{Deg}_{\text{abs}} = \int_{t_0}^{t_e} \left( -\frac{\kappa_i k_i}{T} \left( U_n - k_i - k_i c \right) \right) \, dt
\]

(34)

\( U_n \) is dependent upon the SoC. The carbon anode potential curve variation with the anode SoC is displayed in Figure 8. Commercial cells likely only partially utilise the anode to avoid ageing processes triggered by over/under-potential (e.g. Lithium plating, current-collector corrosion [51]). This must be accounted for using additional fitting parameters.

\[
\text{SoC}_n = \text{SoC}_{\text{ref}} + k_n + k_n
\]

(35)

All parameters have been fitted to the ageing data of type A. The parameters, along with the applied boundary conditions are listed in Table 6.

These parameters describe the dependency upon the different impact factors, as well as the ageing rate of the cell type A. The overall NRMSD of this ageing model in forecasting the next ageing state is approximately 7.2 %. This can partially be explained through unexpected capacity recoveries and other outliers. Overall the model should be able to represent the averaged behaviour of many cells.

It should be noted that the ageing data of both Type A and B above 40°C displayed disproportionate capacity loss, indicating additional, unwanted ageing processes. This is in agreement with the findings in [53]. Since this behaviour cannot be represented using the ageing equation, that data has been excluded from the fit. Since operation beyond 40°C is generally not to be expected in regulated stationary storage systems and very unfavourable, it will be considered a soft constraint in the model, meaning that the model is generally not applicable in higher environmental temperatures but should still be allowed to handle short periods above 40°C incurred through cell heating.

**Datasheet Validation**

The datasheet provided with the cells of type A contains an estimated ageing curve. This curve is displayed in Figure 9. It needs to be noted that the initial capacity is higher than the nominal capacity. This has been taken into account using the model estimation displayed.

The datasheet slightly overestimates the ageing in comparison to the
These biases may be taken into account during the application of DRE general overestimation for the purposes of performance guarantee. MUS, but the overall estimation shows nearly identical behaviour and ageing rate.

- Model. This may be connected to the difference in initial capacity or a general overestimation for the purposes of performance guarantee. These biases may be taken into account during the application of DREMUS, but the overall estimation shows nearly identical behaviour and ageing rate.

### Sensitivity Analysis

To perform a sensitivity analysis on the ageing model, the three key parameters are investigated: temperature, C-rate and SoC. Since all of these parameters are in the exponent of the formula, their impact will be considered on the logarithmic scale.

\[
\log \left( \frac{d\text{Deg}_{\text{lin}}}{dt} \right) = Y = \log(k_1) + \left( -\frac{k_2}{T} (U_s - k_1 - k_4 c) \right)
\]  

As reference conditions 50 % SoC, 20°C and 0 C are chosen. The boundary conditions are 0-100 % SoC, 0 to 40°C and +2 to -2 C and will be used for normalisation. The average values for the derivative change under these conditions are given in Table 7.

This shows clearly, how the ageing is mainly dependent on the charging and discharging current of the cell. The temperature has the least influence, which is likely due to its relatively small change on the Kelvin scale.

Hence, the charge power/current of the model will have the most significant impact on the ageing. However, since the impact of SoC and temperature are also captured, the calendric degradation will be covered as well.

### Application to other Models

To be applicable to other cell types another factor must be introduced in the ageing equation representing the ageing speed under the conditions provided in the battery documentation.

\[
\text{Deg}_{\text{lin}} = k_0 \int k_1 \exp \left( -\frac{k_2}{T} (U_s - k_1 - k_4 c) \right) dt
\]

For the given cell type A, \( k_0 \) equals to 1. For other cells, the ageing rate must be determined using the reference conditions given in datasheet or warranty to reach EOL. Using the electrical and thermal model, the profiles for T, SoC and C-rate can be determined, and \( k_0 \) can be calculated as follows:

\[
k_0 = \frac{1}{\sum_{t=0}^{\text{EOL}} k_1 \exp \left( -\frac{k_2}{T} (U_s - k_1 - k_4 c) \right) dt}
\]

Since the ageing rate is determined using the same models and base assumptions, it will provide the same result as given by the manufacturer under the same conditions.

### Methods of Application

Now that all three models have been assembled and individually verified, they can be used to model BESS. Since DREMUS contains a full simulation, any desired point of interest (SoH, SoC, temperature etc.) can be determined from it. This section, however, specifically outlines how it can be used to fulfill the mentioned necessary purposes.

### Battery Performance Comparison and Selection

This is mainly enabled by calculating \( k_0 \) for different BESS units. A lower \( k_0 \) displays a lower ageing rate and therefore a longer lifetime under identical utilisation. For instance, a storage system with a \( k_0 \) value of 2 would reach 80 % capacity twice as fast under identical conditions as the tested cells.

The premise for this comparison is that the end-of-life SoH for all investigated batteries is 80 %. The equations must be adjusted accordingly under other circumstances and both \( k_0 \) and SoHcalc,est must be weighed against the priorities of the application (e.g. a battery with a capacity below 80 % may be unsuitable for applications with high energy requirements). It also should be noted, that an approach with lower EOL capacity will still result in a square-root-of-time dependency with the current model.

For mission profiles with high power/energy requirements, the model can also be used to identify changes in the capabilities to provide power/energy over time. For example, the maximum discharge power would be determined by the lower voltage limit.

The performance capabilities should always be weighed against the financial and logistical factors of the storage system when selecting the ideal BESS.

### BESS Service Comparison

Assuming that within a given time frame, two or more services (or combination of services) can be provided by a BESS, each of the services mission profiles can be applied to the model. Ideally, the model should
consider its initial SoH. The linear degradation incurred can either be compared directly, or connected to the generated value of each mission profile as follows:

\[
\frac{Value}{Deg} = Degradation\ Value
\]

(39)

The monetary value of a provided service and the degradation incurred by it have to cover identical time periods and must include any preparation (such as recharge for ancillary services) or idle periods (for time specific services). The degradation value in £/% expresses how much monetary value the battery generated by sacrificing its lifetime.

It also provides an indication of how much value the BESS would potentially be able to generate if it were to provide that service permanently and can be compared against its purchasing costs. For instance, a service that, on average, generates 100 £ in value and reduces the battery’s SoH by 0.1 % would generate an absolute value of 100.000 £ in the lifetime of the BESS.

For a thorough assessment, contractual durations as well as prospective value changes should be taken into account. For instance, arbitrage trading can be provided flexibly, but its profit is particularly sensitive to local market and energy system developments.

**BESS Lifetime Assessment**

Once a prediction of mission profiles and revenue streams for the BESS lifetime is available, the model can be applied for a full lifetime-model, where the BESS is simulated to provide the most profitable services until reaching its EOL condition.

The data can then be used to determine the full value and commercial return of the BESS. In contrast to the estimate provided by the degradation value, discount rates, market-development and any additionally incurred cashflow (e.g. operation, maintenance) should be considered to accurately determine its internal rate of return and net present value.

**Evaluation and Discussion**

The modelling approach presented allows for a multi-physics assessment of BESS without the need for detailed or historical data on the battery. Every parameter outlined is relative, making the model applicable to any scale of BESS and, due to the linearization of the ageing behaviour, both battery long term performance and the value and damage of mission profiles can be directly assessed and compared. Due to the model’s structure it can also be enhanced by additionally available data to increase its precision for existing BESS.

By tackling the issues mentioned in the introduction, this model will contribute to the third-party purchasers assessment of BESS and now allow for a realistic judgement of market-viable options. This increase in tangibility of business cases may act to promote BESS as independent value generating assets on one hand and as long-term grid supporting elements on the other hand. It further allows for a more efficient use of BESS, especially in the context of support for renewable energy sources and grid sustainability.

However, several aspects need to be taken into account when using this approach. Firstly, due to the requirements and premises of the model, several restrictions apply to it. The model should not be used on the BESS if:

- The cell temperature is expected to fall below 10 or rise above 40°C.
- The cell chemistry is not graphite-based Li-Ion.
- The battery is subject to other environmental stresses (e.g. vibration).

Secondly, all parameters and models are provided to work with the minimum required data to form a full multi-physics estimation of a generic BESS. If more detailed data or models are available for the specific use case, they should be used instead.

Thirdly, while the sub-models have been individually verified, a full system verification is desired. This verification requires system level degradation data, which takes longer time to generate and is outside the scope of this article. We aim to discuss the performance and verification of DREMUS model in a future article when these data will be available.

The precision of the model is limited by the precision of the data the manufacturer provides. It should be kept in mind that DREMUS is not designed to provide precise ageing behaviour, but rather best possible approximation based on available data to third parties.

**Data Availability**

The measurement data collected in this project is available from the corresponding author on request. Restrictions apply for data of commercial cells.

**DREMUS Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constants</th>
<th>Boltzmann Constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>Conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ</td>
<td>Time Constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>C-rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Degradation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>Fitting parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Cell series count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Cell string count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>Resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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